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the impacts from extreme wildfires
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Abstract
Human activities and global change have resulted in more severe and destructive megafires in forest ecosystems
worldwide. Here, I introduce and discuss the concept of “management mosaics” and how to use it over both space
and time to mitigate the growing impacts of extreme wildfires.
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Human activities have increasingly caused more catastrophic and destructive megafires across various types
of forest ecosystems (Fig. 1) (Peters et al. 2004). To respond to this trend in managed forest ecosystems especially at the wildland-urban interface (WUI), one of the
common approaches to date has been fuel treatments
(Keeley 2006). Here, in this letter, I briefly discuss a key
topic in fuel treatments, i.e., the “management mosaics”
which involves diverse treatment techniques and could
even include untreated (“control”) patches over space
and time (see details below). To avoid or reduce the
damage from catastrophic forest fires, common management practices tend to keep fire severity at low to intermediate levels. Nonetheless, while most extreme fires
are indeed harmful and need to be avoided, historical
evidence suggests that some large fires are part of the
natural process and could be beneficial to ecosystem
health. When extreme fires do occur, management mosaics could maintain or create “disturbance refugia”, thus
helping us to reach our management goals (Brown et al.
2004; Krawchuk et al. 2020; Sedell et al. 1990).
In some managed forest ecosystems, practices are commonly aimed at reducing fuels to avoid large and severe
fires. However, I would argue that management need not
always target fuel reduction and some large even more
rare extreme fires (i.e., total destruction of existing stands)
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could be allowed to occur but kept at a lower frequency
(e.g., the level without human influences) and in well contained (e.g., with well-established fire breaks), remote (to
human infrastructures), and/or isolated areas. This is in
part because some large and severe fires are beneficial to
nutrient cycling, overall ecosystem health, and long-term
sustainability. The distribution of fires based on either size
or severity must be balanced, to follow as much as possible the natural frequency distribution such as the universal rank-size distribution, a rule similar to the Zipf’s law
(Zipf 2016). That is, the overall fire spectrum includes
many small and less severe fires and a few very large and
severe ones to resemble a roughly smooth order over
space (landscape) at a given time or over time (e.g., 10–
100 years) in a habitat (Fig. 1) (Guo 2003; Castorani and
Baskett 2020).
In many semi-natural and managed forest ecosystems,
to avoid catastrophic megafires, “fuel treatments” need
to adopt the “management mosaics” approach across the
target landscapes (Pastur et al. 2020), something similar
to “intercropping” used to promote agricultural productivity and mitigation of drastic environmental changes
(Vandermeer 1992). In other words, different treatments
(e.g., thinning, prescribed burning and grazing, fuel
breaks, clear-cutting, or their combination as mixed
treatments) could be used in the same areas (or patches)
but in different years (temporal turnover) or in different
patches but in the same year (spatial turnover). First,
highly diversified management mosaics could reduce the
risk of failed management as a certain type of treatment
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Fig. 1 A model showing various frequency distributions (log) of fire
severity or size (log rank order) in nature vs. under growing human
activities based on Zipf's Law. In many ecosystems, small and less
severe fires are numerous but large and highly severe ones are few;
that is, the frequency distribution of fire intensity (severity) or size
usually follow the Zipf’s Law. Human activities increase the probability
of fire, but total fire suppression usually reduces the occurrence of
naturally occurring small- and middle-sized fires and could increase the
risk of unintended catastrophic fires due to a large amount of
accumulated fuels

may not work well at a particular site or in a particular
year. Second, it could increase habitat spatial-temporal
heterogeneity so it can help maintain or even promote
biodiversity. Third, it could reduce the rate of wildfire
spread, better resist nonnative species invasions, and
lead to higher productivity (carbon sequestration) and
stability (Isbell et al. 2015). For example, fuel removal by
prescribed fire could first target the forest patches with
sudden insect/pathogen infestations so it can reduce the
forest damaged by diseases. Fourth, diverse “fuel treatments” could buffer climate change effects and possible
disruptions due to extraordinary events such as massive
insect outbreaks through “dilution and isolation effects”
(Guo et al. 2019; Schmidt and Ostfeld 2001). Finally, different treatments of fuel removal and their optimal combinations could produce isolated forest patches with
little fuel to burn, thus reducing the speed of fire spread.
It is worth pointing out that it is more straightforward
to apply the concept of management mosaics in the
spatial layout of different fuel treatments. In the future,
its temporal dimension (a stronger temporal turnover of
different treatments) should also be given a priority.
Ideally, the spatial-temporal treatment combinations
(e.g., both spatial and temporal layouts of different fuel
treatments across a landscape) should be recommended.
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Planning fuel reduction could also make better use of
short-term (e.g., seasonal) weather forecasting and climate modeling that are constantly being improved so
that more fuels could be removed before fire seasons
during exceptionally dry years than in wet years. Unfortunately, the lack of personnel and funding often severely limits our management efforts.
Increased fire frequency due to the contribution from
human-induced burns may promote the invasion of
nonnative species, many of which are highly flammable
(Fusco et al. 2019). In contrast, total fire suppression
could reduce the carbon sequestration rate, but increase
unstable carbon stock that eventually leads to much
more catastrophic megafires in the future (Hurteau and
Brooks 2011). Some “complete burns” with longer intervals also occur in some natural ecosystems, such as natural forests. Allowing the occurrence of less catastrophic
or extreme burns, which could include ground, surface,
and crown fires in relatively small and isolated areas
with well-established fire breaks (i.e., the “controlled extreme fires”), would enable healthy forest communities
to complete their natural cycles of succession, i.e., completing full nutrient retention and species replacement
(Pickett et al. 1987). This is needed because some species (e.g., some trees with large seeds) need such large
fires (e.g., high heat) to reemerge (germinate), with other
organisms such as animals and microorganisms, benefiting as well. The key is to ensure that the burned and
surrounding habitats are well-protected disturbance refugia within mosaics of forest fires, droughts, and insect
outbreaks so the burned patches can recover faster with
the mixture of re-colonizers, re-sprouters, and reseeders (Krawchuk et al. 2020).
Adaptive fire management needs to carefully consider
the short- and long-term goals, consequences, and implications and make timely adjustments in responding to
increasing human activities and climate change. To
reach the long-term goals of ecosystem sustainability,
more theoretical, field, and experimental research on
management mosaics are needed.
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